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Jace Coven

Jace Coven is a player character played by Jace.

Jace Coven

Species: Minkan
Gender: Male

Age: 18
Height: 6ft
Weight: 190 pounds

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Infantry

Rank: Santo Hei
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

Orochi Squadron1.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6ft
Mass: 190 Pounds
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Build and Skin Color: Skinny build with tan skin color.

Eyes and Facial Features: Round face and dark green round round eyes, clean shave.

Ears: Elf shape ears no fur.

Hair Color and Style: Shaggy dark brown hair past eyebrows for length.

Distinguishing Features: That cheerful smile that is almost always on his face.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: He is a cheerful person who likes to think the glass is half full instead of half empty.

Likes: friends, saving people from death also wants to explore the stars. Sword fighting, people
with respect to their elders.
Dislikes: people dieing, mushrooms just hates them with a passion. Hates people who don't follow
orders,
Goals: To make it on a starship in the army and to be as efficient as can be while on , and make as
much friends as possible and make the least amount of enemies as possible.

History

Family (or Creators)

Parents died on his 17th birthday while they were in service. Mother's name Alice Coven father's name
Jack Coven

Pre-RP

His mother was a sword trainer so she taught him how to fight with a sword so he has advanced
knowledge on it, he started at five(not that good since he was still a kid) but he got a lot better as he was
around ten and one of the best for his age. His Father was a normal infantry minkan just as Jace has
always wanted to join to make his dad happy even if his dad didn't want that his dad never said it. When
Jace was 13 he got a A.I dog named Rex he got him from someone who was wanting to rip them off so his
dad taught Jace how to hack past the lock the buyer put on it and Jace had to reprogram it with his dads
help. If his parents were not home out on a mission he went to his parents friends house Ryan who he
called uncle even though they aren't related. Ryan owned a restaurant and he helped work there so Jace
learned a lot about cooking. When Jace was old enough he enlisted as he still thought that it would make
his father happy. His parents both died when he was seventeen as they were both in service on the same
ship but he doesn't know how it quite happened as its all classified since they were on a secret mission.
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Skills

tech skills

He has knowledge of more advance computer software's as he had to reprogram Rex once as his chip
went out once. He also has hacking skills from when first got Jace someone set it locked so he couldn't
open him up until he unlocked him which he did but it took him awhile at first.

Cooking

Has the knowledge to cook more complicated foods because of living with a cook.

Weapons Training

Has standard SAoY training with weapons but took a special class that taught him how to use the katana
effectively in almost any case.

Common Skills

Has Star Army Common Skills that were gained by military training.

Inventory

Jace has the following items: Has standard issue gear for infantry. Also has a katana that is a personal
make so it fits firmly in his hands.

Ke-M2-2D "Mindy II" Power Armor or another armor designated by ship captain. 1)

Ke-M4-W2901 Light Armor Service Rifle (Tier 5 Medium Anti-Armor) with Ke-M4-W2902 LASR-
SLAG
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:

Type 31A Survival Kit
Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:

Toiletry Kit
Environmental Suit
2 Duty Uniforms

1 Star Army Cap, Type 32
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32

2 Working Uniforms. Includes boots and gloves.
2 Exercise Uniform (can also used as sleepwear)
Undergarments
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Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray
Communicator, Type 36
Pistol, Nekovalkyrja, Type 33 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1 extra)
Scanner, Science, Type 31

EM-J5-1 Flying Assistant Robot Series (SAOY)

Personal

MT-G1-1A - Personal Holographic Computer (PHC)
Rex

An A.I that's name is Rex who likes to use a robot dog for its body but can be transferred over
to his PHC. Rex while in his robot dog body can scan a body to find out what's wrong. He can
talk in the same languages Jace can because Jace learns them and teaches them to him. He
can also attack people biting them with his mechanical jaw which can go threw bone, detect
gasses in the air and if there harmful or not. While on his wristband he can mainly just talk to
any one in the audio range of it.

Finances

Jace is currently a Santo Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
1450 KS 1550 MT-G1-1A
Character Data
Character Name Jace Coven
Character Owner Jace
Character Status Inactive Player Character

1)

Non-standard characters should use a Ke-M10 Modular Combat Armor System in place of the Mindy 2.
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